With an enhanced real-wood look and strength backed by Alloy Armour Technology®, AZEK’s capped polymer decking is best in quality and designed to endure. With AZEK®, you’ll get award-winning, sophisticated color palettes, a product that won’t need staining or sealing for protection and will not splinter, rot, crack or warp. Plus we back our quality decking with an industry-leading 30-year limited fade and stain warranty and a limited lifetime warranty.

Vintage Collection®

Bring your outdoor living space to life with our most dramatic, variegated line. This sophisticated collection features the most natural looking colors with a subtle, low-gloss, wire-brushed visual appearance. The Vintage Collection meets criteria for Class A on the flame spread index.

Arbor Collection®

This popular collection includes warm, vibrant tones resembling rich woods from both near and far. These colors are moderately variegated and have slightly more pronounced grain patterns, similar to characteristics found in nature.

Harvest Collection®

These classic colors offer a pleasing palette of soft shades to complement most popular home exteriors. Our least variegated line, the Harvest Collection has a traditional wood grain texture, with tried-and-true tones that blend well with a variety of architectural styles.

Although AZEK® Building Products decking is cooler to the touch than many other deck board products, all decking products will get hot in the sun. Additionally, the darker the decking color, the hotter it will feel. For hotter climates, consider choosing a lighter color. While the product is designed to resist fading, no material is fade proof when subjected to years of exposure to ultraviolet (UV) rays and the elements.

Board-to-Board Color Variation

At AZEK Building Products® we go to extensive lengths to make our products reflect all of the beauty and nuance of nature. Our collections include solid board colors while others bear subtle to more pronounced highlights to closely resemble the characteristics of real wood. This intended effect is known as color variegation. To achieve this, we use various pigments and stains to replicate the features found in traditional lumber. Some of our collections also have cascading colors, which add a gradual, gradient appearance throughout the length of the board. The degrees of cascading and variegation will vary from board-to-board.

Visit AZEK.com or TimberTech.com to learn more about the best decks.
Made from up to 73% recycled materials, including a composite of plastic and wood fibers, TimberTech® is the sustainable choice and eliminates annual sealing and staining for protection. Plus, TimberTech’s capped wood composite is coated on all four sides, providing long-lasting durability. It is also resistant to mold, mildew and moisture damage. Backed with our 30-year limited fade & stain warranty as well as our 30-year limited warranty.

Legacy Collection
Designed to reflect the true tones of natural wood, this is our most uniquely variegated line which includes cascading colors. The artisanal, hand-scraped texture has a refined appearance matched with the most advanced design technology available.

Tropical Collection
Bring a beachside paradise to your backyard with unique, sun-soaked tones. These authentic, natural colors are moderately variegated and feature a more pronounced grain texture.

Terrain™ Collection
Classic, earthy and adaptable tones that blend well with a variety of architectural styles and existing home decors. This collection is perfect for those who prefer a more traditional look. With a highly textured grain pattern, these tones have slightly variegated nuances or, in the case of our solid colors, none at all.

The product applications depicted in this brochure are for display purposes only and not for the purpose of validating the suitability, warrantability or safety of any particular installation or application of the product. Always consult the AZEK or TimberTech installation instructions as well as local building codes to ensure proper installation. AZEK® Building Products are designed to resist fading. Depending on environmental conditions, colors may change over time, consistent with the warranty guarantees where applicable.

Please use the key below to understand the color styles:

- **S** Solid Color
  A single color without discrete markings

- **V** Variegated Color
  Discrete markings of different colors

- **VC** Variegated with Cascading Color
  Discrete markings of different colors and seamless gradual color blend
RAILING BUILT TO LAST

A low-maintenance, safe, and stylish solution for any AZEK® or TimberTech® deck

Choose a high-performance rail to perfectly enhance your outdoor living space with exquisite style options, stunning colors and dramatic infill options. Our railing is engineered for superior safety and strength and will not rot, peel or splinter. Backed with a 25-year limited warranty, all of our railing profiles undergo rigorous testing, ensuring they are as safe as they are stunning.

Railing Profiles

Mix and match rail styles, infills and lighting options to create your custom rail look. Not all styles are available in all colors and infill options. Visit AZEK.com to see our complete rail selections, compatible infill options and colors.

Classic Profiles

Contemporary Profiles

Trademark and Reserve Rail available regionally only
Extend the time on your deck and porch with customized lighting

Illuminate the night with the delicate warmth of AZEK® lighting. Available in six stunning options, AZEK lighting radiates sophistication and quality—an elegant enhancement to your already beautiful space.

AZEK® Porch

AZEK Porch’s narrow board profile and interlocking tongue-and-groove connection offers a timeless look that ensures your home makes a great first impression every time. AZEK Porch is protected by Alloy Armour Technology®, a 30-year limited fade and stain warranty, and a limited lifetime warranty. See the AZEK Porch collection at AZEK.com.
ADD STYLE WITH TRIM & MOULDING

The best high-performance product on the market

AZEK® Trim and Moulding is made of cellular polymer that resists the tests of time and weather. Choose from our inspired collection of products, many available in two finishes, to add elegant details in a variety of applications.

AZEK TRIM AND MOULDING IS UNIFORM.
With consistent density and square edges, all AZEK Trim and Moulding products provide a uniform aesthetic. Boards offer tight tolerances and precise, sealed edges on all four sides (S4S). And, since every inch of the product is usable, there’s far less waste.

AZEK TRIM AND MOULDING IS DURABLE.
AZEK Trim and Moulding will not rot, split, splinter, delaminate, warp or swell excessively from moisture. It’s resistant to moisture, insect resistant, doesn’t require paint for protection and is suitable for ground and masonry contact. That promise is backed by a limited lifetime warranty.

AZEK TRIM AND MOULDING IS WORKABLE.
AZEK Trim and Moulding can be crafted into a work of art with materials that are easily milled, shaped and moulded using standard woodworking tools. AZEK Trim and Moulding can be routed and cut without chipping, fastened close to edges without splitting or pre-drilling and even heat formed for curved applications.

AZEK TRIM AND MOULDING IS BEAUTIFUL.
Manufactured in a crisp, semimatte white, AZEK Trim and Moulding adds beauty to any home or project. Every profile is consistent and is protected with UV inhibitors, making each board resistant to fading or yellowing over time. AZEK Trim and Moulding also accepts paints* and stains so it can be easily painted. And, with sealed edges on all four sides, AZEK Trim and Moulding is easy to clean if it gets dirty.

*Visit AZEK.com for more information
PAVE THE WAY FOR BEAUTY

AZEK® Pavers provide beauty and benefits that last

Every 500 sq. ft. of AZEK Pavers prevents approximately 250 truck tires and 7,500 plastic containers from entering U.S. landfills. The lightweight, stain, scratch and impact resistant material installs on a patented grid system that helps keep the pavers straight and even. Backed by a 10-year limited warranty and a residential lifetime no crack guarantee, you can feel confident beautifying your outdoor roof deck, patio or driveway.

DrySpace is an under-deck water management system that collects and channels moisture so homeowners can make the most of the space below. It is easily attached to new or existing deck joists, and comes in two colors that lighten and brighten the area under your deck with a crisp aesthetic. DrySpace is made of solid extruded vinyl for maximum strength, durability and weather resistance, and comes with a 25-year limited warranty.

Depending on environmental conditions, AZEK Pavers’ colors may appear to change over time as part of the natural weathering process. For more information on AZEK Paver products, applications and inspiration, visit AZEK.com/pavers.

DrySpace system is manufactured for AZEK® Building Products by Engineered Profiles, LLC. Engineered Profiles’ use of the mark DrySpace is with consent of DrySpace Inc., in Columbus, Ohio. Engineered Profiles and DrySpace Inc. are not affiliated in any way. Neither company warrants the good or services of the other. Learn more at AZEK.com/drysapce.
FREE SAMPLES
See the beauty of AZEK and TimberTech for yourself. Order samples to find the right color for your home.
AZEK.com/freesamples  |  TimberTech.com/freesamples

CONTRACTOR LOCATOR
Locate a trusted professional to build the deck of your dreams.
AZEK.com/locator  |  TimberTech.com/locator

DECK DESIGNER + APP
Design your deck in real time and watch it come to life in 3D.
AZEK.com/deckdesigner  |  TimberTech.com/deckdesigner

PHOTO GALLERY
Browse images to help inspire your AZEK® or TimberTech® dream home.
AZEK.com/gallery  |  TimberTech.com/gallery

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Research AZEK and TimberTech products with technical documents, manuals, videos, FAQs, installation guides, and more.
AZEK.com/resources  |  TimberTech.com/resources

WHY CHOOSE AZEK AND TIMBERTECH
Learn why AZEK and TimberTech products are a great investment for your home.
AZEK.com/advantages  |  TimberTech.com/advantages